Leveraging Technology.
Revolutionizing Workflow.

Bluebeam Ultimate
Price: $5,000 + tax
The Bluebeam Ultimate bundle is our all-inclusive plan for implementing
Bluebeam. This offer includes an in-depth planning session, setup, basics and
advanced onboarding and extensive support post-deployment. We will ensure
that your team will be Bluebeam experts by the end of it!
The Bluebeam Ultimate bundle is the perfect PDF-based solution if you are looking to:
1. Connect design and construction processes with project teams
2. Manage all project communication with a document-based collaboration platform and
advanced markup and automation tools
3. Collaborate with project partners on the same documents in real time using the built in
Studio collaboration
4. Easily create 2D and 3D PDFs from AutoCAD®, Revit®, Navisworks®, Civil 3D® and more
5. Track all information written on your plan with a Mark Up List
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Bluebeam delivers PDF creation,
editing, markup and collaboration
technology for your design and
construction workflows. You’ll boost
productivity by leveraging markup
data across the entire project
lifecycle, and streamline processes
to get more done in less time.

This bundle includes the
following services:
1. Planning
Our team will review your current and
desired workflow, folder structure and other
requirements in order to help you establish new
goals to implement Bluebeam.
2. Orientation, Setup and Configuration
Along with your team, SolidCAD will help
configure tool chests, Bluebeam Studio and
review administrative setup.
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3. End-User Onboarding and Training

5. Project Close-out

Our technical team will provide two-day training
to ensure your employees are ready to work in
Bluebeam. The first day will teach users the basics of
Profiles, Tools Chests Markup Lists and Collaboration,
while the second day will be dedicated to
understanding the advanced functions of Bluebeam
Revu such as estimating, document management and
administration.

SolidCAD guarantees to be with you every step of
the way. Our team will go over metrics and lessons
learned including next steps for the future.
6. Additional Details:
• Manual included
• C
 ertificate of Completion for all training
conducted

4. Go-Live & Deployment Support

• Laptops

SolidCAD will be there when you Go Live! You will
have full access to six (6) hours of technical support
with our team for project mentoring. In addition,
we will organize a post-live session to answer any
question and/or concerns your team may have.

• Six (6) Hours of Go-Live/Deployment Support

To learn more about pricing, please contact
a SolidCAD representative today at
1.877.438.2231 or e-mail us at
bluebeam@solidcad.ca
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• T
 ravel for on-site training is included (up to 50 km
from a SolidCAD office, anything further will be
an additional cost)

